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QUESTION 1

For non-SXA websites, why is it recommended to avoid setting presentation details directly on new content items? 

A. Defining presentation details on standard values ensures all the fields related to an item\\'s presentation are
configured for access by content creators. 

B. Sitecore does not allow presentation details to be changed at the content-item level, so they must be set and edited
from the standard values of templates. 

C. It allows all content items made from the same template to have the same presentation details by default and
eliminates additional work during content creation. 

D. It forces a prompt to appear when newcontent items are created so Content Authors can finalize the presentation
details for the new content items. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement best describes the purpose of the Sitecore Container Registry (SCR)? 

A. The SCR provides base container images for Sitecore environments for both production and development purposes. 

B. The SCR provides Sitecore-approved images submitted by the Sitecore MVP community. 

C. The SCR only provides base container images for Sitecore environments for development purposes only. 

D. The SCR only provides base container images for add-on modules, such as SXA, JSS, and SPE. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

When creating data templates, you have the option to add Field sections (at least one is required). What is the purpose
of Field sections? 

A. Field sections are used for grouping related fields with templates and the resulting items. 

B. Field sections enable Content Authors to add content to various fields. 

C. Field sections make template items easier to recognize in Sitecore Rocks. 

D. Field sections provide a hierarchical way of navigating fields in the code. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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You are setting up a Sitecore instance without the use of SXA and want to accommodate three public-facing websites.
Where would you map the correct Home item toits corresponding hostname? 

A. In the /system/settings section of the Master database 

B. In the Sitecore Core database\\'s settings file 

C. In the Internet Information Services website definition settings 

D. In a config patch file located inthe/App_Config/Include folder 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You are using Sitecore MVC to develop an area of a company\\'s website that will require the use of Sitecore\\'s
Personalization Engine to change the rendering that is displayed to a visitor. What type of component binding will allow
the Designer to use personalization to change the component? 

A. Static component binding, because you are able to give Authors the ability to change the presentation of the page. 

B. Static component binding, because you are able to ensure that content rendered in the placeholder is always the
same when the component is selected. 

C. Dynamic component binding, because you are able to ensure that the content rendered in the placeholder is always
the same. 

D. Dynamic component binding, because you are providing a placeholder to enable flexibility to change the components
that make up the presentation of a page. 

Correct Answer: D 
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